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**ASHA Multicultural affairs and resources**

[https://www.asha.org/Practice/multicultural/default/](https://www.asha.org/Practice/multicultural/default/)

**SIG 14: Cultural and linguistic diversity**

[https://www.asha.org/SIG/14/](https://www.asha.org/SIG/14/)

**Cultural humility**


[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vBPyuOWCfk](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vBPyuOWCfk) Why use the term “cultural humility?”

*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wDIGXUzULug* Cultural humility

[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SaSHLbS1V4w](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SaSHLbS1V4w) Cultural humility: People, principles and practices – 30-minute documentary explains what cultural humility is and why we need it.

[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ww_ml21L7Ns](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ww_ml21L7Ns) Cultural humility: TEDxWestChester

[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ms0fNiFBvhs](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ms0fNiFBvhs) Developing cultural humility

Understanding how to engage in difficult dialogues
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Awwy-NmGTvY&t=2380s  Practicing cultural humility and defining underserved populations 90+ minute powerpoint presentation, Georgia Coalition

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cVmOXVIF8wc  Conversations about culture: The importance of cultural humility


**Unconscious Bias**

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KCgIRGKAbfc  An introduction to unconscious bias

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dVp9Z5k0dEE  Understanding unconscious bias

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sgtinODaW78  TEDxTalks: A tale of two teachers

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rspZv2a0Pp8&t=45s  TED TALKS LIVE Short

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GP-cqFLS8Q4  TEDx: How to outsmart your own unconscious bias

**Race and Racism**

**Media**
Last chance for Eden – (2003) documentary about nine men and women discussing the issues of racism and sexism in the workplace.

**Microaggressions**


https://www.apa.org/monitor/2009/02/microaggression

https://sph.umn.edu/site/docs/hewg/microaggressions.pdf
Using gender neutral pronouns
https://uwm.edu/lgbtrc/support/gender-pronouns/ Website of LGBTQ+ Resource Center at University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

https://www.npr.org/2019/08/06/744121321/even-a-grammar-geezer-like-me-can-get-used-to-gender-neutral-pronouns

https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/gender-neutral-pronouns

Poverty


The best critiques of Ruby Payne https://larryferlazzo.edublogs.org/2012/01/24/the-best-critiques-of-ruby-payne/comment-page-3/

Roseberry-McKibbin, R. (2001). Serving children from the culture of poverty. The ASHA Leader, 6(2), 4-17. https://doi.org/10.1044/leader.FTR1.06202001.4

Media

Poverty, Inc. (2014) is a 90-minute documentary looking at poverty and global charity. It is available on Netflix, Amazon video, and other internet sources.
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**General - curricular**

Carney-Thomas, C. (September, 2014). Teaching the culture of aging. *Perspectives on Gerontology, 19*(3)81-86


Quach, W., & Tsai, P. (2017). Preparing future SLPs for the clinical world of cultural-linguistic diversity. *Perspectives of SIG 14 Cultural and Linguistic Diversity, 2*(14) 82-102. [https://doi.org/10.1044/persp2.SIG14.82](https://doi.org/10.1044/persp2.SIG14.82)


**Service Learning**


**Culture and Research**

Assessment

YouTube: Roseberry-McKibbin

YouTube: LinguaHealth


Interpreters
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Treatment

YouTube: Roseberry-McKibbin
YouTube: LinguaHealth

General


Early Intervention


Preschool


**School-age language**


**Speech Sound Disorders**

https://doi.org/10.1044/0161-1461(2005/021)
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Deaf and Hard of Hearing


Media
Sound and Fury (2000) is an 80-minute documentary film about two families with children with hearing loss. One focus of the documentary is to explore cochlear implantation. Available from Amazon Prime video

Stuttering
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**Transgender/Gender Diverse**


**Aging/Medical**

Carney-Thomas, C. (September, 2014). Teaching the culture of aging. *Perspectives on gerontology, 19*(3)81-86


Hawver, K. (2004). Transforming the culture of aging in America. *Perspectives on Gerontology, 9*(1), 8-11. [https://doi.org/10.1044/gero9.1.8](https://doi.org/10.1044/gero9.1.8)


Kohnert, K. (2005). Cognitive-linguistic interactions in bilingual aphasia: Implications for intervention. *Perspectives on Neurophysiology and Neurogenic Speech and Language Disorders, 15*(2), 9-14. [https://doi.org/10.1044/nnsld15.2.9](https://doi.org/10.1044/nnsld15.2.9)

Williams, S., & Harvey, I. (2013). Culture, race and SES: Application to end of life decision making for African American caregivers. *Perspectives on Gerontology, 18*(2), 69-76.  [https://doi.org/10.1044/gero18.2.69](https://doi.org/10.1044/gero18.2.69)

**Alternative and Augmentative Communication (AAC)**


Parette, H. (2000). Culture, families, and augmentative and alternative communication impact. *Perspectives on Communication Disorders and Sciences in Culturally and Linguistically Diverse (CLD) Populations, 6*(2), 3-6.  [https://doi.org/10.1044/cds6.2.3](https://doi.org/10.1044/cds6.2.3)

**Media**

Documentary about two men with autism set out on a global road trip to change people’s attitudes about disability.

Trailer:  [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ibcj40hRZA](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ibcj40hRZA)
Review:  [https://www.spectrumnews.org/opinion/reviews/documentary-review-wretches-and-jabberers/](https://www.spectrumnews.org/opinion/reviews/documentary-review-wretches-and-jabberers/)

Stories from the road chapter 1  [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kc1nujNLIQE](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kc1nujNLIQE)
Stories from the Road Chapter 2  [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yfS6XaW04N4](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yfS6XaW04N4)
Resource books (not organized by area)


Beck, A. (2016). Maximize your child’s bilingual ability: Ideas and inspiration for even greater success and joy raising bilingual kids. Bilingual Adventures


Kester, E. (2014). Difference or disorder: Understanding speech and language patterns in culturally and linguistically diverse students. Austin, TX: Bilinguistics Speech and Language Services


